
 
The bond of friendship 

 
       Prelude:  C – C – C – C  

  
     C          G              C            G 

1.  There were probably some hard chunks   that weighed heavily on my heart. 
    C           G           C               G 

     I had to endure drawbacks and defeats,  I often had to put a lot on one card. 
    a     F            C                   G 

     I've always tried to seek happiness    and I've learned to grow through my mistakes. 
    a                 F           G                     C       G 

     I have had to experience some disappointments, that relationships can quickly break. 
 
 
2.  But so often you were by my side    when I was down and didn't know what to do. 
     and I was always aware that at all times      you can help and that I can fully rely on you. 
       Filled with long ardent discussions  the hours quickly ran away. 
     And even if there had been dissensions  no angry words we used to say. 

 
 
     Refrain:  
  F                                                                C   F                          C 

     When pain and sorrow will oppress you    and hard times will come with grief and despair 
  a                  F             C                G 

     It is comforting, there is rescue,  when someone comes to you to care, 
  F       C              F                       C 

     who tries to help when danger arises,     someone to stand by you when the loss aches. 
  a                                                                                           F  C                         F    G           C 

     There`s something that can withstand any crisis,    the bond of friendship that never breaks.    
 
 

3.  It is important in a friendship     and weighs more than money and goods. 
     When there`s someone with you in need  who would make everything possible if he could. 
     who ignores your quirks and flaws,   who accepts your personality, 
     someone, whom you can call day or night,  who also criticizes you fairly and honestly. 
 
 
4. Who thinks of you when you're far away,   and who will surely miss you when you're not there 
    and when circumstances take you abroad,  who rushes to your aid, no matter where.  
    It is truly priceless to have a good friend      with whom all your worries you can share. 
    There is nothing more important here on earth  than a bond of friendship that will never tear. 
 
 
    Interpart:  C – C – C – C 

 
 

    Refrain:   When pain and sorrow will oppress you ….. 
 

 
 
5. Even if everything goes down the drain  and the future seems increasingly bleak, 
    if trust and confidence should wane among people, and the boat we're sailing on gets a leak, 
    then the one will still exist,     something that will probably become rare 
  a          F                           C                        F          G        C 

    that can firmly connect two people,   the bond of friendship     that will not tear. 
 
 
   Refrain (2 x):  When pain and sorrow will oppress you ….. 
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